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Good Arctic
Marine
Management:

 Implement Ecosystem-Based Marine
Management
 Implement the forthcoming BBNJ
Agreement in the Arctic Ocean
 Establish an Arctic-wide network of
priority areas for conservation based
on ecological principles reaching
across national boundaries
 Support other efforts to strengthen
governance, such as the new Arctic
Fisheries Agreement (International
Agreement to Prevent Unregulated
High Seas Fisheries in the Central
Arctic Ocean).
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Principals to guide the
SAO Marine
Mechanism:
 Involve the participation of officials from Arctic
Council Members with decision-making authority
 Base decisions on the best available science,
especially Indigenous and local knowledge
 Address practical concerns and generate concrete
and actionable measures for implementation
 Have the capacity to recommend actions to be
undertaken by Arctic governments in real-time in
the event of an emergency affecting the Arctic
Ocean.

 How will SMM operationalize Ministerial decisions?
 How does SMM advance establishing EBM including Networks of
Marine Protected Areas as a key tool for Sustainable
Development, Resilience and Adaptation?
 How can the SMM support efforts by other bodies to strengthen
governance of the Arctic Ocean, such as the BBNJ negotiations and
the new Arctic Fisheries Agreement?
 How can SMM promote compressed timelines for carbon
neutrality to minimize the profound effects of climate change on
Arctic communities and biodiversity?
 What actions and decisions are needed to enable the SMM to
deliver at the end of the Icelandic Chairmanship and to continue
the substantive focus during the Russian Chairmanship and
beyond?
 How can the SMM act on mandate and agenda despite the COVID19 pandemic challenges for international collaboration, and
demonstrate inspiring governance leadership?
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SAO Marine Mechanism
The AMSP- A Strategic Approach to
Marine Conservation and Sustainable
Development in the Arctic
A Canadian perspective

M ay a G ol d , F i s heri es and O c eans C anad a

OUTLINE
1.

What did the AMSP set out to do

2.

What has happened in the five
years since it was adopted

3.

What are the strategic priorities of
the AC today and for the future
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KEY ACTIVITIES & ADVANCEMENTS IN
ARCTIC MARINE MANAGEMENT 2015-2020
•

Task Force on Arctic Marine Cooperation
(TFAMC) 2015- 2019 work completed

•

Agreement to Prevent Unregulated Fishing
in the CAO, signed, ratified by 9/10 States
parties

•

Negotiation of a new implementing treaty
under UNCLOS for BBNJ (4th IGC delayed
due to COVID)
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KEY ACTIVITIES & ADVANCEMENTS IN
ARCTIC MARINE MANAGEMENT 2015-2020
•

PAME/ICES/PICES - Integrated Ecosystem
Assessment for the CAO

•

Arctic Shipping- Mandatory Polar Code in
force, PAME ASTD system and Best Practice
Information Forum established

•

Release of the Pan Arctic MPA Framework
(2015), MPA Network Toolbox & PAME/CAFF
Arctic Protected Areas Indicator Report,
series of 4 MPA Workshops
© Leah Brown 5

CURRENT CONTEXT 2020

•

2020 - the year that the AICHI targets for conservation of
biodiversity were to be reached- and the post 2020 targets
are being negotiated

•

COVID 19 Pandemic- affecting economies worldwide, it is
changing the way we do business, can we “build back
better”

•

Multi year ice in the Arctic Ocean and the Greenland ice
sheet continue to melt at a breathtaking, perhaps
catastrophic pace

© Leah Brown 6

UPDATE ON MARINE CONSERVATION IN
CANADA 2015-2020
The 2016 $1.5 billion Oceans Protection Plan is the
largest investment ever made to protect Canada’s
coasts and waterways.
waterways
As of 2016,
2016, only 0.92 per cent of Canada’s marine
and coastal was protected and conserved.
August 2019, Canada surpassed the Aichi target of
10 % of marine areas protected
Canada is now committed to 25% marine
protection by 2025 and working towards 30% by
2030
7
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TALLURUTIUP IMANGA NATIONAL
MARINE CONSERVATION AREA
In Nunavut, the area is of immense
cultural significance to Inuit, and is
internationally recognized as one of the most
significant ecological areas in the world.

Established through an agreement between the Government of
Canada the Qikiqtani Inuit Association, and the Government of
Nunavut; total area is 109,000 km2.
© Valeria Vergara
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2019 Sea ice Extent
2nd Lowest on record

https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/

DRAFT

Tuvaijuittuq (High Arctic Basin or Last Ice Area)
• Tuvaijuittuq is an area of particular ecological
importance due to the presence of old, thick,
multi-year pack ice.
• Ecosystems do not end at political or maritime
boundaries- long term conservation of this last
area of multi year ice, should extend beyond
Canadian waters if it is to be effective.
• There is no mechanism to consider a
complimentary conservation measure for this
last ice area in the high seas
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STRATEGIC NEEDS OF THE AC TODAY AND
LOOKING INTO THE FUTURE
• AMSP Strategic Goals are still relevant, current
realities and pressures on the Arctic marine
environment are changing.
• We have an opportunity now to revisit the
AMSP, and potentially chart a new strategic
direction of the AC when it comes to Arctic
marine stewardship.
• Considering the mechanism to put in place
conservation in areas of the Arctic Ocean
beyond national jurisdiction should be a priority
focus of the Arctic Council.
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Thank you
Merci
Nakurmiik
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38 Arctic Council Observers
• 13 non-Arctic states
• 13 Intergovernmental and interparliamentary
organizations
• 12 non-governmental organizations
Korea became an Arctic Council Observer in
2013
• Participates in AMAP, CAFF, EPPR, PAME,
SDWG
• Meeting attendance, information/expert
knowledge sharing, project workshops and
seminars, AC work translation, project
participation (AMIUM, AMBI, Systematically
Engaging Observers in Shipping Related Work,
etc.)

The level and extent of Observer participation in the Arctic
Council are limited by:
• Limitations that come with observer status itself
• The nature of ACWG projects’ focus which the observer may
not have the expertise or relevance needed to participate
• Observer participation limitations due to national budget, and
human resources allocated for participation in the Arctic
Council
• Information barrier (the number of projects, access to project
information, lack of knowledge of similar or matching projects
carried out within his/her nation)
☞ Arctic Council Information Sharing Platform for Observers?

SAO Marine Mechanism
Webinar T hursday 1 October 2020

Arctic Marine Strategic Plan (AMSP)
K ey note b y E liz ab eth Mc L anahan, PA ME V ic e- Chair

PAME‘ s Mandate/Functions
• Address marine policy measures related to
the conservation and sustainable use of the
Arctic marine and coastal environment in
response to environmental change from both
land and sea-based activities
DECISION MAK ERS

Science

Policy
2

V ision: H ealthy , p rod u c tiv e, and resilient A rc tic m arine
ec osy stem s that su p p ort hu m an well- b eing and su stainab le
d ev elop m ent f or c u rrent and f u tu re g enerations.
• Helps coordinate Arctic Council
activities
• Includes forward looking actions
• Demonstrates Arctic Council
stewardship efforts

AMSP Content

4

• AMSP includes agreed vision, principles, strategic goals, and priority actions.
• Covers all main areas of marine activity through forty Strategic Actions under
four Strategic Goals:
– Goal 1: Improve knowledge of the Arctic marine environment, and continue
to monitor and assess current and future impacts on Arctic marine
ecosystems.
– Goal 2: Conserve and protect ecosystem function and marine biodiversity to
enhance resilience and the provision of ecosystem services.
– Goal 3: Promote safe and sustainable use of the marine environment, taking
into account cumulative environmental impacts.
– Goal 4: Enhance the economic, social and cultural well-being of Arctic
inhabitants, including Arctic indigenous peoples and strengthen their capacity
to adapt to changes in the Arctic marine environment.

AMSP Implementation Progress R eporting
• Tracking matrix developed in
close collaboration with the
Arctic Council Working Groups by
means of workshops/face-to-face
meetings
• Tool to coordinate working
groups efforts
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AMSP Implementation Status R eport

PAME collaboration with other AC Working Groups
Proj ect/Activities

Working group Partner
2017-2019

Working group Partner
2019-2021

Compendium of Arctic Shipping Accidents

EPPR

EPPR

Collect, report and/or review information about on-shore use by indigenous peoples and
local communities of HFO

SDWG

SDWG

Arctic Invasive Species: Implementation of ARIAS

CAFF

CAFF

CAFF, AMAP, SDWG

CAFF, AMAP, SDWG

Marine Protected Areas: Toolbox expansion

CAFF

CAFF

Framework Plan on Oil Pollution Prevention (FPOPP): Follow up

EPPR

EPPR

MEMA: Part II Report

SDWG

EA Implementation in the Arctic (EA Expert Group)

MEMA Information handbook for engagement with Indigenous peoples and local
communities
Desktop Study on Marine Litter (Phase I)
Developing Regional Action Plan on Marine Litter in the Arctic (Phase II)

SDWG
All Working Groups
All Working Groups

PAME Arctic Marine F ramework D ocuments
Arctic Marine Strategic
Plan 2015 -2025 :
Framework to guide
Arctic Council’s work on
protection of the marine
environment

Arctic Ocean R eview
(2013 ): Framework
document on Ocean
Governance

Arctic Council R egional
Programme of Action
(1998/2009): Framework
document on protecting
marine environment from
land based pollution

F ramework for a PanArctic Network of Marine
Protected Areas (2015 ):
Framework to inform
development

Arctic Marine Litter
R egional Action Plan
(Ongoing)

Integrated Ecosystem
Assessment (Ongoing)

T hank You
Elizabeth.McLanahan@ noaa.gov

K nowledge supporting G overnance
SAO Marine Mechanism, October 1, 2020, MSP panel
Dr Jessica Nilsson, PAME HoD, Sweden

jessica.nilsson@havochvatten.se

Frameworks & plans

‘ Healthy, productive, and resilient Arctic marine
ecosystems that support human well-being and
sustainable development for current and future
generations.’

jessica.nilsson@havochvatten.se

Connectivity information helps designing
successful marine protection area networks

Blue area is included
in the research
jessica.nilsson@havochvatten.se

Modelling Arctic oceanographic connectivity
Transl ating visi on, ob j ectives, aims and st atements into action

Circulation model
Biology + oceanography = movement data
Movement data helps establishing
‘ ecologically connected, representative and
effectively managed network of protected and
specially managed areas’

jessica.nilsson@havochvatten.se

Marine Protected Area workshops
W hat to protect? W here to protect? How to protect?
1. Science and Tools for Developing Arctic Marine Protected Area
Networks: Understanding Connectivity and Identifying
Management Models (2016)
2. Understanding MPA Networks as Tools for Resilience in a
Changing Arctic (2017)
3. Scientific considerations of how Arctic Marine Protected Area
(MPA) networks may reduce negative effects of climate change
and ocean acidification (2018)
4. Exploring ways to support Indigenous/Local involvement in, and
Indigenous/Local led, marine protection in the circumpolar Arctic
Ocean (2019)
jessica.nilsson@havochvatten.se

W orking G roup on I ntegrated Ecosystem Assessment
for the Central Arctic Ocean (ICES/PICES/PAME)
PAME expert group on ecosystem approach
to management
Outlining the ecosystem of the Central Arctic
Ocean;
Improve the understanding of climate and
ecosystem variability; and
Provide scientific advice on the ecosystem in
the Central Arctic Ocean.
jessica.nilsson@havochvatten.se

W hat happens in the Arctic does not stay in the Arctic
- and vice versa

Climate change
Ocean acidification
Marine litter

Political will needs to match the
scientific commitment

jessica.nilsson@havochvatten.se

Thank you!

j essicanilsson@ havochvatten.se

S AO Marine
Mechanism
The AMSP- A Strategic Approach to
Marine Conservation and Sustainable
Development in the Arctic
A Canadian perspective
Maya Gold, Fisheries and Oceans Canada

OUTLINE
1.

What did the AMSP set out to do

2.

What has happened in the five
years since it was adopted

3.

What are the strategic priorities of
the AC today and for the future
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KEY ACTIVITIES & ADVANCEMENTS IN
ARCTIC MARINE MANAGEMENT 2015-2020
•

Task Force on Arctic Marine Cooperation
(TFAMC) 2015- 2019 work completed

•

Agreement to Prevent Unregulated Fishing
in the CAO, signed, ratified by 9/10 States
parties

•

Negotiation of a new implementing treaty
under UNCLOS for BBNJ (4th IGC delayed
due to COVID)

© Leah Brown 4

KEY ACTIVITIES & ADVANCEMENTS IN
ARCTIC MARINE MANAGEMENT 2015-2020

PAME/ICES/PICES - Integrated Ecosystem
Assessment for the CAO
• Arctic Shipping- Mandatory Polar Code in
force, PAME ASTD system and Best Practice
Information Forum established
• Release of the Pan Arctic MPA Framework
(2015), MPA Network Toolbox & PAME/CAFF
Arctic Protected Areas Indicator Report, series
of 4 MPA Workshops
•

© Leah Brown 5

CURRENT CONTEXT 2020
•

2020 - the year that the AICHI targets for conservation of
biodiversity were to be reached- and the post 2020 targets
are being negotiated

•

COVID 19 Pandemic- affecting economies worldwide, it is
changing the way we do business, can we “build back
better”

•

Multi year ice in the Arctic Ocean and the Greenland ice
sheet continue to melt at a breathtaking, perhaps
catastrophic pace

© Leah Brown 6

UPDATE ON MARINE CONSERVATION IN
CANADA 2015-2020

The 2016 $1.5 billion Oceans Protection Plan is the largest
investment ever made to protect Canada’s coasts and
waterways.
As of 2016, only 0.92 per cent of Canada’s marine and
coastal was protected and conserved.
August 2019, Canada surpassed the Aichi target of 10 %
of marine areas protected
Canada is now committed to 25% marine protection by
2025 and working towards 30% by 2030
7
© DFO

TALLURUTIUP IMANGA NATIONAL
MARINE CONSERVATION AREA
In Nunavut, the area is of immense
cultural significance to Inuit, and is
internationally recognized as one of the most
significant ecological areas in the world.

Established through an agreement between the Government of
Canada the Qikiqtani Inuit Association, and the Government of
Nunavut; total area is 109,000 km2.
© Valeria Vergara
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2019 Sea ice Extent
2nd Lowest on record

https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/

DRAFT

Tuvaijuittuq (High Arctic Basin or Last Ice Area)
• Tuvaijuittuq is an area of particular ecological
importance due to the presence of old, thick,
multi-year pack ice.
• Ecosystems do not end at political or maritime
boundaries- long term conservation of this last
area of multi year ice, should extend beyond
Canadian waters if it is to be effective.
• There is no mechanism to consider a
complimentary conservation measure for this
last ice area in the high seas
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STRATEGIC NEEDS OF THE AC TODAY AND
LOOKING INTO THE FUTURE
• AMSP Strategic Goals are still relevant, current
realities and pressures on the Arctic marine
environment are changing.
• We have an opportunity now to revisit the
AMSP, and potentially chart a new strategic
direction of the AC when it comes to Arctic
marine stewardship.
• Considering the mechanism to put in place
conservation in areas of the Arctic Ocean
beyond national jurisdiction should be a priority
focus of the Arctic Council.
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Sustainable Arctic Shipping:
SCF Perspective
1

SCF ( Sovcomflot) : O verview
•

The largest shipping company in Russia and a global leader in energy
shipping and servicing offshore oil and gas production.

•

Total fleet: 146 vessels (combined deadweight of over 12,6 million tons).

•

Special focus on operations in harsh environments. SCF is the world’ s
largest owner and operator of ice-class vessels (83, over half of our fleet).

•

Operating in the Russian Arctic since 2008. Servicing major energy projects
in the region: Yamal LNG; Varandey; Prirazlomnoye; Novy Port, with several
projects in the pipeline: Arctic LNG 2; Obsky LNG.

•

Strong focus on ensuring long-term sustainability of the Arctic shipping
through crew training, introducing advanced technological / engineering
solutions, and promoting industry-wide initiatives.

•

Named the Company of the Year 2019 by Lloyd’ s List for ‘ showing industry
leadership in many ways, from its pioneering steps towards decarbonization
and the introduction of advanced technology, to its industry-leading safety
record, which comes despite operating in some of the worlds’ harshest
conditions.’

2

SCF is the W orld Pioneer in adopting L NG

as a CleanerCleaner- Burning Fuel

•

A core element of our long-term strategy is ‘ Green Charter’ : we commit
ourselves to continually reducing the carbon footprint of our operations.

•

In 2015, SCF pioneered the adoption of LNG fuel for large-capacity crude
oil tankers: a major step forward decarbonization of the tanker industry.

•

Six LNG-fueled Arc7 ice-class crude oil tankers are in operation since 2018
and five more under construction.

•

All new vessels SCF plans to order will use LNG as a primary fuel.

•

SCF actively promotes the development of the LNG fuel market and
infrastructure.

SCF’ s experience of
operating L NG - fueled
tankers for two years
shows that using L NG
reduces emissions of:
Sulphur oxides ( SO x)
x

- 1 0 0 %
Particulate matter ( PM
PM)

- 1 0 0 %
Nitrogen oxides ( NO x)

- 9 4 %

Carbon dioxide ( CO 2 )

- 2 7 %

3

I ntroducing L NG

Fuel for the Arctic O perations

•

LNG fuel has good prospects for adoption as a fuel for vessels
operating in the Arctic, considering the sensitive Arctic environment
and high Arctic safety standards.

•

In 2019, SCF pioneered the introduction of LNG fuel for marine cargo
transportation in the Arctic.

•

In September 2019 K orolev Prospect has became the first largecapacity tanker to cross the entire Northern Sea Route using only
LNG fuel. oil

•

In October 2019, two of her sister ships also completed similar transit
voyages along the NSR in LNG fuel mode.

•

SCF has demonstrated its commitment to using cleaner-burning fuel
for operations in the Arctic, reducing the emissions footprint of
vessels, which is critical given the fragility of the Arctic ecosystem.
4

Extending the Navigation W indow Along the Northern Sea R oute
•

In 2020, icebreaking LNG carrier C hris top he d e M arg erie
became the first large-capacity vessel to transit the Northern
Sea Route eastbound in May, two months earlier than
normal.

•

This voyage has confirmed that the navigation season in the
eastern part of the Russian Arctic can be substantially
extended: a major step towards enabling a year-round
navigation along the NSR.

•

In addition to increasing the window of navigation along the
NSR, the voyage was over a third shorter than routing via
the Suez Canal, leading to reduced vessel emissions.

•

Together with Atomflot, SCF plans to extend the navigation
period even further in 2021, with an experimental early
voyage scheduled for February 2021.
5

Focus on L NG

Transportation

•

SCF is both a major consumer and a global
maritime carrier of cleaner-burning LNG.

•

SCF is a key logistics partner in facilitating
current and future exports of LNG from the
Russian Arctic (Yamal LNG; Arctic LNG 2, and
Obsky LNG projects)

•

SCF has 15 Arc7 LNG carriers under
construction (owned directly and through a joint
venture with NOVATEK), contracted in 20192020, with several more such vessels in the
pipeline.

•

This new generation of Arctic LNG carriers was designed based on SCF’ s long-standing experience of
safely operating vessels in challenging ice conditions.

•

Upon delivery of these vessels, SCF is expected to become the largest operator of Arctic LNG carriers.

•

Growing our LNG fleet is a strategic priority for SCF. Two-thirds of all vessels currently ordered by SCF
are destined to expand our LNG fleet.

6

Safety Comes First
•

Safe navigation in the Arctic relies primarily on crew skills and
competencies, so SCF heavily invests in personnel
development. Our key advantage is knowing how to recruit
and train crews for operating in the Arctic.

•

A specialised SCF Training Centre in St. Petersburg covers
the full range of marine operations in the Arctic. It trains both
SCF’ s own crews and crews from other shipping companies
working in the Arctic (including Yamal LNG crews).

•

We are further enhancing capabilities of SCF Operations
Centre for real-time vessel tracking in the Arctic, opened in
2018: new digital solutions for ice conditions mapping, plotting
safe routes in ice, and identifying areas with dangerous ice
formations.

•

In 2019, through extensive simulation, SCF experts have determined the conditions for safe navigation within the seaway
channel at the Gulf of Ob. Based on their recommendations, the Russian Ministry of Transport approved the
reconstruction of the channel.

•

Consistent efforts to structure and share our vast experience of ice navigation: several unique manuals published in
2019-2020, including books that cover operating LNG carriers with three Azipod propulsion units and interpreting satellite
data on ice conditions.

7

Expected Distribution of Mineral Cargo Flows Along the Northern Sea
R oute
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Maj or Mineral R esources Proj ects with Maritime Transportation Scheme
in the R ussian Arctic
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Proposed Further Steps to Ensure the Safety of Arctic Shipping
•

Embrace an integrated approach to developing navigational safety infrastructure,
icebreaking support, navigation systems, cartography, etc.

•

Launch an Arctic satellite constellation to provide timely updates on ice conditions along
the full length of the NSR, and ensure reliable satellite communication along the NSR
above 70 degrees North latitude, outside the Inmarsat coverage area.

•

Intensify mapping and hydrographic studies along the NSR, including both conventional
shipping routes and high-latitude routes.

•

Take steps to ensure rescue and emergency aid services along the full length of the
NSR.

•

Revise education plans for cadets studying navigation in maritime academies to
introduce new Arctic competences.

•

Further restrict substandard vessels and vessels crewed by inexperienced or poorly
qualified personnel from operating in the Arctic.
10

How could the Arctic Council respond to the Arctic shipping challenges
•

Arctic Council has come up with several initiatives to elaborate the optimal solution to
ensure the sustainability of the Arctic shipping.

•

One such initiative is the Arctic Shipping Best Practice Information Forum, established in
2017 within Protection of the Arctic Marine Environment Working Group (PAME) in
response to the adoption of the Polar Code by the International Maritime Organization
(IMO). It seeks to raise awareness of its provisions amongst all those involved in or
potentially affected by Arctic shipping operations and to facilitate the exchange of
information and best practices between the Forum participants on specific shipping
topics (hydrography, search and rescue, industry guidelines and ship equipment, etc).

•

Each member state of the Arctic Council is interested in ensuring the sustainability of the
Arctic shipping, which implies a clear understanding that the shipping operations in the
Arctic should be environmentally and socially friendly while remaining economically
viable.
11

Thank you!
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Sea Ice Information for
Sustainable Arctic Shipping

Andrew Fleming
British Antarctic Survey, 8th October 2020

Andrew Fleming, BAS!
Since sea ice is a key component (amongst others) of Arctic shipping!
Provide an overview of sea ice information needs to support shipping in the polar regions

Sea ice information contributes to safe and efficient navigation

Sea ice and icebergs are a hazard to shipping operating near on in sea ice!
But it is also impacts the e"ciency of ships!
So reducing fuel burn and wasted transit time - good information about sea ice extent and structure is essential!
Supports route planning and tactical navigation decisions

Graphic courtesy NASA NSIDC

Arctic sea ice minimum extent has just passed and the reduction in extent continues!
But other characteristics of ice are changing - this example shows comparison of sea ice age between 1985 and present!
Since the 1980s, when older ice covered over 2 million square km of the Arctic Ocean, sea ice has become much thinner and younger.!
Linear downward trend in 4+ year old ice extent at the sea ice minimum is 70,000 square kilometers per year, equivalent to a decline of 6.1 % per year relative to the 1984 to 2020 average.!
But reduction in sea ice does not remove the risk.!
Higher levels of tra"c and a perception of no ice may increase the risk!
Seasonal changes mean information still required!
Longer term trends in sea ice also inform decisions about classification of vessels required for future Arctic shipping

Arctic tourist ship tra"c for 2019 from PAME Arctic Ship Tra"c Data (ASTD)

Information about ship positions derived from AIS and satellite AIS gives important clues about changing volume of ship tra"c, the routes used and the type of ship
tra"c.!
This graphic is part of work we recently completed for PAME - shows tourist ship tra"c density for 2019.!
Derived from the PAME Arctic ship tra"c database which is based on ship position reporting, increasingly using satellite AIS information.!

Svalbard tourist ship tra"c from ATSD for 2018 relative to sea ice edge (orange line)

This ship position information can be viewed in the context of sea ice which determines the timing and location of the routes taken.!
This example shows tracks north of Svalbard - in addition to the main routes - also shows numerous tourist ships going to the sea ice edge before returning.!
Combining di#erent strands of information over time gives important information about changes in shipping activity.

Copernicus Sentinel-1 Arctic coverage!
Previous 72 hour period on 6th October 2020

Copernicus Sentinel-1 image of north-west Svalbard!
Acquired 05-10-2020 06:38:38 UTC

So good sea ice information is vital and required by the new IMO Polar Code together with other environmental information.!
A key component to this is the increasing supply of satellite imagery over the polar regions.!
Unique role - only way to monitor such a large region on a regular basis throughout the year.!
The Copernicus Sentinel-1 satellites are a key example - providing open access to radar imagery in real time.!
Information is perfect for characterising sea ice regardless of weather or cloud conditions.!
Regular acquisitions which can be relied on as the basis of operational services.!
Example on the RHS - sea ice on the left - Svalbard o the right!

Sea ice motion vectors November 2019!
Data courtesy of DTU/Copernicus Marine Service

Imagery alone is useful - but di"cult to interpret!
But from this we can derive other information - this example showing sea ice motion derived from repeat observations!
In future possible to give information on where ice is in compression or divergence - supporting better navigation decisions!

US National Ice Center Ice Chart!
Stage of Development 1st October 2020

IMO Polar Code POLARIS Risk Assessment!
Derived from US NIC Ice Chart on 1st October 2020

Satellite imagery now also key to production of sea ice charts by the national ice services.!
The example on the left shows US ice chart - specifically the stage or development or type of ice. Sea ice concentration is also recorded.!
So it is possible to use this information as part of the POLARIS risk assessment system!
Which is required by IMO Polar Code to assess the limits of operation of vessels operating in sea ice.!
Result is a tra"c light system indicating areas beyond vessel limits in red and where caution is required in orange.!

Outlook
! Sea ice information remains important to support safe and e"cient maritime
operations in the Arctic!
! Decreasing sea ice does not remove the risk and ship tra"c increasing!
! Risk assessment systems such as POLARIS need good input information!
! Open access to satellite data allows development of new automatic information
products!
! Requirement for sea ice forecasts for all regions!
! Integration with satellite AIS ship tracking allows tailored information services!
! Information delivery to ships operating in Arctic still limited by satellite
communication options

Sustainable Arctic Shipping
SAO Marine Mechanism Fall 2020 Webinar Series

8 October 2020

Loukas Kontogiannis
Marine Environment Division
International Maritime Organization

The I nternational Maritime O rganiz ation ( I MO )
1 9 4 8 I MO

Convention - Article 1 a

The aim of the IMO is to:

• provide a framework for cooperation among
G overnments in the field of regulation and practices
relating to technical matters of all kinds affecting
shipping engaged in international trade; and

• encourage and facilitate the general adoption of the

highest
practicable
standards
in
matters
concerning the:
o maritime safety,
o efficiency of navigation and
o prevention and control of marine pollution
from ships
I M O ’ s m is s io n is t o ens u r e s a f e, s ecu r e, cl ea n, ef f icient a nd
s u s t a ina b l e s h ip p ing o n cl ea ner o cea ns

2

I MO

and the SDG s

3

I MO

legislative map – main instruments
I MO

I nstruments

U NCL O S

Pollution
R esponse

Pollution
Control

Safety

Compensation

Oil Pollution
Preparedness,
Response and
Cooperation (OPRC)
Convention and
OPRC-HNS Protocol

MARPOL, London
Conv/Protocol,
Ballast Water
Management Conv,
Anti Fouling
Systems (AFS),
Hong Kong
Convention on Ship
Recycling

SOLAS
COLREG
STCW
LL
SAR

Civil Liability (and
the associated
IOPC Fund
Conventions)

Regional Agreements

Regional Laws

4

U niversal
Conventions
Vienna,
Montreal,
Stockholm,
UNFCC, etc.

NATIONAL
LEGISLATION

Arctic Council – O bserver

5

Polar Code

6

Polar Code

7

Arctic shipping best practice information forum

8

I nitial I MO

Strategy on reduction of G HG

Source: seatrade-cruise.com

9

from ships

I nitial I MO

Strategy on reduction of G HG

10

from ships

I MO
I MO

Action Plan on Marine Plastic L itter
plays a key role in tackling the ocean plastic challenge:

• To further enhance its commitment to reducing marine plastic litter from ships, IMO
adopted in October 2018 the I MO Action Plan to address marine plastic litter
from ships (resolution MEPC.310(73))

Source: seatrade-cruise.com
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O ngoing work at the Sub- Committee on Pollution
Prevention and R espose
• Reduction of the impact on the Arctic of Black Carbon emissions from
•
•

international shipping
Development of measures to reduce risks of use and carriage of heavy
fuel oil as fuel by ships in Arctic waters
Development of amendments to MARPOL to allow States with ports in
the Arctic region to enter into regional arrangements for port reception
facilities

12

I MO

partnerships proj ects
G reenV oyage2 0 5 0

G loL itter
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Closing
• The global shipping sector is essential for a sustainable future.
• Economic sustainability has to be looked at in combination with the
ocean’ s capacity to remain healthy and diverse in the long term.
• This is all the more important in the Arctic which poses many unique
challenges that are best faced through international cooperation and by
setting common objectives.

14

Thank you for your attention

I nternational Maritime O rganiz ation
4 Albert Embankment
London
SE1 7SR
United Kingdom

twitter.com/imohq

Tel: +44 (0)20 7735 7611
Fax: +44 (0)20 7587 3210
Email: info@imo.org
www.imo.org

facebook.com/imohq

youtube.com/imohq

flickr.com/photos/
imo-un/collections

I CE L A N D I C TR A N S PO R T A U TH O R I TY
S u stainab le A rc tic S hip p ing
R esearc h Prog ram

N ortheast Passag e 20 19 - 20 23

SMM Session, Thursday, 8 October 2020

J ó n B ernó d u sson
S u b j ec t L ead er, R esearc h and D ev elop m ent

Sustainable Artic Shipping
T he Arctic

Northern Sea R oute

O p p ortu nities and b enef its
• Societal issues
–

New challenges = > the ice is rapidly melting

–

Economics – > Arctic resources

–

Polar Code = > appropriate ships and safety requirements

–

Environment risk is high = > sensitive nature

• Economic opportunities
• Safety aspects

• Environmental issues

Sustainable Arctic Shipping
T he Arctic
Northern Sea R oute
• S oc ietal issu es
–

–

–

–

–

New forum for progress and development
The ice surface has been reduced rapidly – faster than expected
The Arctic will be like the Baltic Sea in the near future – ice-free in summer and
thin ice in winter
Properly equipped ships will be able to sail freely around the area
It was not long ago that we knew more about the moon than the Arctic

Sustainable Artic Shipping
Shorter shipping
routes
T he difference between
the red and the yellow
routes is 5 ,200 nautical
miles.
T his eq uals approx imately
15 days of sailing time

T he Arctic

Sustainable Arctic Shipping
T he Arctic
Northern Sea R oute
• E c onom ic op p ortu nities

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

At least 18% of the earth´ s oil reserves and 30% of the earth´ s gas reserves are
believed to be located in the Arctic region
The area is rich in metals
Resource utilization from gas, oil and metals in the area
Generous fishing grounds
Growing tourism opportunities
New market for export and import of valuable products
Increasing living standard for the population in Arctic areas

Sustainable Arctic Shipping
T he Arctic
Northern Sea R oute
• S af ety asp ec ts

–

–

–

–

–

–

Polar Code with new and appropriate construction of ships
Weather and sea state and weather forecast
Ensure reliable telecommunication
Organization of search and rescue
Training for seafarers and fishermen
Risk assessment for the sailing routes

Sustainable Artic Shipping
T he Arctic
Northern Sea R oute
• E nv ironm ental issu es

–

–

–

–

–

The environmental risks are high since nature is sensitive and fragile
Fossil fuels or renewable fuels
Exhaust gas from marine engines
Soot particles (PM and Black Carbon)
Greenhouse gases

Sustainable Arctic Shipping
T he Artic
Northern Sea R oute
• Environmental issues - fuels
–

–

–
–

–

–

–

Fossil fuels and renewable fuels
Fossil diesel for ships - marine diesel oil, heavy fuel oil
Biodiesel - canola, synthetic diesel (BtL), green algae
LNG - Liquefied natural gas (-162° C)
DME (Dimetylether) - Anhydrous methanol (energy carrier)
Hydrogen (H2) - Electrolysis of water (energy carrier)
Methanol - liquid alcohol (energy carrier)

Sustainable Arctic Shipping
T he Artic
Northern Sea R oute
• Environmental issues – ex haust gas cleaning
–

–

–

–

–

–

Exhaust gas from marine engines – cleaning of PM and BC
Water Emulsion - water together with oil and air in the engine’s chamber
Exhaust gas cleaning as water scrubbing - water sprayed on soot particles
Exhaust gas cleaning with chemical solution - chemical solution sprayed on soot
particles
Exhaust gas cleaning with plasma - mainly cleaning of nitrogen (NOx)
Exhaust gas recycling - exhaust gases circulated in the exhaust system and
reburned

Soot particles from
engine’s ex haust gases
settle on the ice and
melt it

Sustainable Arctic Shipping
T he Arctic
Northern Sea R oute
For ref lec tion

• Reduction in Arctic sea ice, resource exploration and advances in shipping
have called for scheduled shipping operation in the Arctic Region
• In recent years, a number of ships have navigated the Northeast Passage
• Environmental issues need to be addressed through research into the
harmful effects of fossil fuels, emissions from ship engines and soot
particles
• Iceland has considerable interest in protecting this pristine Region, whether
directly or indirectly
• It is important that the Icelandic Government plays a leading role in the
protection of the Arctic and encourages other States to do the same
• Transshipment port (hub) in Iceland is being planet

Thank y ou f or y ou r attention

AMAP 2021 (in preparation)

Regional Coordination of Marine
Issues and Global Commitments
Arctic Council S MM 2 0 2 0
K erstin Stendahl, Chief, Ecosystems Integration Branch,
Ecosystems Division, UN Environment Programme

D eclining H ealth of O ceans
Increasing global population and relentless
demands on ocean resources are threatening our
oceans and vulnerable communities who depend
on them.
The major drivers of change are:
•
•
•
•
•

Land use and sea use change
Overexploitation
Climate change
Pollution
Invasion of alien species

A Regional Approach to Addressing Marine and Coastal
Issues
• The Regional Seas Programme (RSP) works on
strengthening regional ocean governance
mechanisms and enhancing cooperation and
coordination to address marine and coastal
issues.
• The programme is supporting more than 146
countries through 18 Conventions and Action
Plans
• The programme brings together all the key
stakeholders to solve marine related issues
• It provides a legal, policy and institutional
platform for coordination and implementation
of global initiatives and international treaties.

Coordination – National, Regional and International
The Regional Seas Programme
• facilitates the implementation of the conventions
and action plans, conservation measures, and
strategic objectives at national and regional
level.
• coordinates joint action for the implementation
of global targets in partnership with relevant
international bodies and international treaties.
Global targets that require regional coordination:
• Aichi Biodiversity Targets
• Post-2020 Biodiversity Framework
• Biodiversity Beyond Areas of National
Jurisdictions
• United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
• The 2015 Paris agreement

Aichi B iodiv ersity T argets
• RSPs promote implementation of
ecosystem approach within and beyond
areas of national jurisdiction.
• Area-based conservation measures:
• Marine protected areas
• Pollution control zones
• Fisheries closure

Protocols on Biodiversity and Protected Areas
Mediterranean Protocol on Specially Protected Areas (SPA) and Biological Diversity
Protocol Concerning Protected Areas and Wild Fauna and Flora in the Eastern African R egion
Protocol for the Conservation and Management of Protected Marine and Coastal Areas of
the South-East Pacific
The Wider Caribbean Region Protocol Concerning SPA and Wildlife (SPAW Protocol)
Black Sea Protocol on Biodiversity and Landscape Conservation
Protocol Concerning the Conservation of Biological Diversity and the Establishment of
Network of Protected Areas in the R ed Seas and the Gulf of Aden
Protocol Concerning the Conservation of Biological Diversity and the Establishment of
Protected Areas - PER SGA
The Protocol for the Conservation of Biological Diversity (Ashgabat Protocol) in the Caspian
Sea
Networks of Marine Protected Areas
Mediterranean Protected Area Network
Regional Network of MPAs for the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden
Protected Area network for the ROPME Sea Area
OSPAR Network of Marine Protected Areas
the Pan-Arctic Network of Marine Protected Areas
North-East Asian Marine Protected Areas Network

P O S T - 2 0 2 0 B iodiv ersity F ramework
• Although the Global Biodiversity Outlook 5 report indicated that all the Aichi Targets were not
achieved, significant progress has been made by the RSPs in terms of designation of protected areas
and measures on conservation and management of specific species i.e. migratory species.
• With the active involvement of RSPs in the development of this framework, there is hope for better
implementation and reporting of the new biodiversity targets as we move toward the 2050 V ision
" Living in Harmony with nature”

B iodiv ersity B ey ond Areas of
National J urisdictions
• Exploitation is increasing in areas beyond
national jurisdictions.There is need for
coordination of conservation of this areas.
• Five RSPs are taking part in conserving
Biodiversity in Areas Beyond National Jurisdiction
BBNJ:

@Tacklebuster Sport Fishing

•
•
•
•
•

Barcelona Convention
CAMLR Convention
Lima Convention
Noumea Convention
OSPAR Convention

• RSPs will play a vital role in coordinating efforts
towards the implementation of BBNJ framework
globally after its adoption.

U nited Nations S ustainable D ev elopment Goals
• RSPs have concrete measures for addressing SDG
14 in a coordinated manner – to protect, conserve
and ensure sustainable development of marine
and coastal areas.
• Protocols on land-based and sea-based pollution,
Protected areas
• Action plans
• Strategic directions in line with SDGs
• Specialized programmes and initiatives
• Harmonized guidelines, indicators and monitoring
programmes etc.

• In 2016, the United Nations Environment
Assembly (UNEA) acknowledged the unique role of
the RSP conventions and action plans in the
implementation and reporting of the SDG 14.

T he P aris Agreement
• In December 2015, nations committed to keeping
the global temperature rise below 2 degree
Celsius
• RSPs have been coordinating efforts to reduce
green house emissions:
• Protocols and regulations on offshore oil and
gas industry
• Restoration of blue carbon ecosystems
• Development of tools such as guidelines for
ecosystem restoration on mangroves,
seagrasses, coral reefs, etc.

UNEP/RSP strategic response to COVID 19
• Incorporating nature-based solutions in recovery strategies
• UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration and UN Biodiversity summit- demonstrated leadership and
commitment to improve our relationship with nature.
UNEP Four Building Blocks:
(1) Contribution to the medical and humanitarian emergency phase;
- Marine Litter Action Plans –COBSEA, Cartagena Convention, NOWPAP, MAP/Barcelona convention,
etc
- Protocols on land-based sources of pollution
(2) A transformational change for nature and people;
- Understanding potential risks of transmission of zoonotic diseases from marine species to humans
and pathways, zoonotic risk, etc
(3) Building back better, i.e. greening the fiscal stimulus packages and accelerating Sustainable
Consumption and Production; and
(4) Modernising global environmental governance.

T hank Y ou

Arctic Council Marine Mechanism
Regional Coordination of Marine Issues and Global Commitments
Kjell Kristian Egge
International Law Adviser
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Norway

11/19/2020
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National Arctic waters in purple.

SAO Marine Mechanism Fall 2020 Webinar Series
Regional Coordination of Marine Issues and Global Commitments
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Arctic R esearch in J apan
Naomi Harada, Shigeto Nishino, Hajime Kimura, Eiji Watanabe, Minoru Kitamura,
Satoshi Kimura, Takashi Kikuchi
Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology
Toru Hirawake
Hokkaido University

Today’ s topics
Background
Japan’ s Arctic Policy
Recent research results from Japanese national project
Arctic Challenge for Sustainability I (2015~2019).
Interaction with stakeholders
Workshop: Collaboration with local residents of Qaanaaq, Greenland
Outreach : Enlightenment of Arctic research through a board game

Japan’ s Arctic Policy
2013, Apr. “ Observation and research in the Arctic” , “ International cooperation” and potential use of
Northern root via Arctic Ocean” are involved in the Basic Plan on Ocean Policy of Japan.
2013, May, Japan obtained an observer qualification of the Arctic Council.
2015, Japan’ s Arctic Policy was established. The three pillars were determined as follows:
Research and development, International cooperation and Sustainable utilization
2019, Jun, The above three pillars have confirmed and emphasized further promotion of specific efforts
by the final report of the the Advisory Council for the National Headquarters for Ocean Policy
• Investigation in the Arctic should be further promoted by the research project “ Arctic Challenge for
Sustainability”
• Observation, analytical system and development of the state-of-the-Art instruments should be
strengthened.
• Domestic scientist’ s network should be formed to promote the research of cross-multi disciplinary
fields
• Dissemination of scientific knowledge and contribution to the international rule formation
• Environmental improvement for utilization of northern sea root.

Arctic Challenge for Sustainability I ( 2 0 1 5 ~ 2 0 1 9 )
Pacific Arctic Region

Significant impact of sea ice reduction
Increase in impacts of Pacific inflow (Borealization/Pacification)

MMooring
o o r i n g observation
o b s e r v a tio n

R / V Mirai
R/V

Collaboration with theme 1, 3, 6
Pacific Arctic Group
Distributed Biological Observatory

I n t e r n a t i o n a l collaboration
International
CCGS L. St. S-Laurant

IBRV ARAON
USCGC Healy

Earth Simulator

CCGS S. W.
Laurier

Study motivation
②How to affect sea- ice on pCO 2
air- sea interaction?
②How to affect sea- ice
reduction to phytoplankton?

Snow

Melt water

Ice

Phytoplankton bloom
Pterapods

Ice algae

③ Change the
life cycle?
①Change flux?

J apan’ s effort of observational research
Elucidation of seasonal changes in the amount of phytoplankton and zooplanktons and
ocean acidification at a biological hotspot in the southern Chukchi Sea, Pacific arctic
Discovery of the autumn bloom and
its maintaining mechanism (Nishino
et al., 2016)

Ocean acidification progressing on
the sea-floor and the impact of its
warming. (Yamamoto-Kawai et al.,
2016)

Southern Chukchi Mooring
(Hope V alley) since July 2012

Elucidation of seasonal differences
in the amount of small and large
zooplankton (Kitamura et al., 2017)
Shell living in the
Chukchi Sea

Ω aragonate < 1 (Under-saturation state); 259 days (~ 8.5 month)

Prog re s s of p h y t op la n kt on b loom in fa ll
2 0 1 2 ホ9 ホホホホホホホホ
ホホホホホホホホホホホホ
1 6 8 ホ4 5 ホホホホ
ホホホホホホホホホホホホ
[ N is h in o e t a l., 2 0 1 6 ]

Pteropods

ホホ ホホ ホ ホ
ホホホホホホ

J apan’ s effort of data analysis
We quantified the amount of carbon dioxide (CO2) absorbed by the Arctic Ocean
from 1997 to 2014 (Yasunaka et al. 2016; 2018).
•There is no tendency to increase or decrease as a whole
•Decreasing trend：Southern Barents and Chukchi Seas due to warming
•Increasing trend：Northern Barents and Greenland Seas due to sea-ice reduction
CO2 air-sea flux
CO2 exchange between
atmosphere and ocean

7
R/ V

Mira i

Long-term trend of
CO2 air-sea flux
(1997-2014)

Japan’s effort of
model simulation
• Profound changes in Pacific Arctic marine
communities are projected from warming and
sea ice loss.
• Future biodiversity redistribution featured
intense borealization of Arctic communities.
• Influx of boreal taxa to warmer and sea icefree Arctic drives future community shift.
• Borealization could alter Arctic ecosystem
properties, increasing its vulnerability.

Irene et al. (2020): Multiple facets of marine
biodiversity in the Pacific Arctic under future
climate. Science of the Total Environment, 774

Contribution to the Arctic
Council and Nations efforts
AAgreement
g r e e m e n t to
t o prevent
p r e v e n t uunregulated
n r e g u l a t e d high
h i g h seas
s e a s
ffisheries
i s h e r i e s in
i n the
t h e central
c e n t r a l AArctic
r c t i c OOcean
c e a n
3 October 2018:
The agreement was signed
in Ilulissat, Greenland.
The parties:
CCanada,
a n a d a , DDenmark,
e n m a r k , NNorway,
o r w a y , Russia,
R u s s i a , the
t h e United
U n ite d
SStates,
t a t e s , China,
C h i n a , EEU,
U , Iceland,
I c e l a n d , JJapan,
a p a n , aand
n d SSouth
o u th
Korea
No commercial fishing in the
high seas in the coming 16 years
Hoag, Science, 2 0 1 7

Collaboration with
local community

Share the
traditional and
scientific
knowledges

Qaanaaq, a village in
northwestern Greenland

Workshop with residents
Sugiyama S. Polar Record (2020) https://doi.org/10.1017/S003224742000011X

O utreach using board game “ The Arctic”

1 1

A learning tool, board game “ The Arctic” for learning about the “ now” of the Arctic and thinking about
the “ future” of the sustainable Arctic, not only in the field of natural sciences but also in the culture,
economic activites and international system of the Arctic
•A board game in which participants become Arctic stakeholders such as oceanographers, cultural anthropologists, fishers,
developers, indigenous peoples, and diplomats, and role-play in the Arctic where sea ice is decreasing.
•By considering and judging the environmental changes that occur in the Arctic and the impact on human life from each
standpoint, players aim for sustainable Arctic for everybody through the discussion and understanding the environmental
changes, culture, and economic impacts of the Arctic, where sea ice is decreasing.

Event book

•
At the Museum, Aug, 2019

•

The English version was completed in Jan
2020.
An experience session was held at the
Student Forum of Arctic Frontier 2020.

O ngoing National Proj ect

“ Arctic Challenge for Sustainability II” (2020~2024)
https://www.nipr.ac.jp/arcs2/e/.

R EG I O NAL
CO O R DI NATI O N O F
MAR I NE I SSU ES AND
G L O BAL
CO MMI TMENTS
Focus on the Central Arctic O cean
Sara Viljanen
Senior Ministerial Adviser, Legislative Affairs
Ministry of the Environment, Finland

15.10.2020
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Different ways of interpreting
regional coordination
• Coordination
C o o r d i n a t i o n among
a m o n g the
t h e working
w o r k i n g groups of the Arctic Council?
• Coordination of Arctic States’
S t a t e s ’ positions within international organisations / towards
international initiatives?
E.g. IMO issues; Baltic countries have coordinated some IMO submissions
under the auspices of the Helsinki Commission (HELCOM)
C o o r d i n a t i n g implementation of issues arising from other international fora
• Coordinating
E.g. CAO fisheries agreement, SDG’
S D G ’ s,
s , BBNJ, OSPAR

15.10.2020
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Case 1 : BBNJ
( Biodiversity Beyond National J urisdiction)
• BBNJ Intergovernmental Conference under UNCLOS commenced in 2018,
preceded by several years of preparatory work.
• The Implementing Agreement (IA) was to be finalised in 2020 but was postponed
due to COVID-19 pandemic.
• BBNJ IA would regulate:
• Area-based Management Tools (ABMTs), including Marine Protected Areas (MPAs)
• Environmental Impact Assessments
• Marine Genetic Resources
• Capacity-Building and Transfer of Marine Technology
15.10.2020
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Case 1 : BBNJ
I mplementing BBNJ in the Arctic
• Potential iimplementation
m p l e m e n t a t i o n models of the BBNJ IA include the so-called
c a l l e d global,
regional and
a n d hybrid models.
• Where no relevant regional bodies exist, decision-making and implementation would
likely rest on the global level.
• Where relevant regional bodies do already exist (e.g. OSPAR), possible recognition
models or equivalents may come into question.
SSMM
M M could
c o u l d discuss
d is c u s s :
11)) SShould
h o u l d tthe
h e AArctic
r c t i c CCouncil
o u n c i l sserve
e r v e aass a
a bbasis
a s i s ffor
o r bbuilding
u ild in g a
a regional
iimplementation
m p l e m e n t a t i o n fframework
r a m e w o r k ffor
o r BBBNJ
B N J iin
n tthe
h e AArctic
r c t i c ??
22)) IIff sso
o ,, wwhat
h a t kkinds
i n d s ooff iinstitutional
n s t i t u t i o n a l aarrangements
r r a n g e m e n t s wwould
o u l d tthis
h i s ffunction
u n c t i o n rrequire
e q u ir e ?
33)) HHow
o w ccan
a n wwe
e bbest
e s t ssecure
e c u r e tthe
h e rrole
o l e ooff tthe
h e iindigenous
n d i g e n o u s ppeoples
e o p l e s iin
n tthe
h e IA?
15.10.2020
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Case 2 : O SPAR
Marine Protected Area of R egion 1
• OSPAR Commission works for the protection of the North-East Atlantic.
• Region 1 of the OSPAR Convention covers Arctic Waters.
• OSPAR sent an Arctic MPA pro forma to the Arctic Council in 2016. Arctic Council
registered the letter but the pro forma was never properly addressed or discussed.
SSMM
M M ccould
o u l d ddiscuss
i s c u s s ::
11)) SShould
h o u l d tthe
h e ppro
r o fforma
o r m a ooff tthe
h e OOSPAR
S P A R AArctic
r c t i c MMPA
P A bbe
e aaddressed
d d r e s s e d wwithin
i t h i n tthe
h e
AArctic
r c t i c CCouncil?
o u n c il?
22)) Should the Arctic Council respond to OSPAR on it’ s actions?

15.10.2020
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Thank
Y ou!
sara.viljanen@ym.fi

15.10.2020
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CIRCUMPOLAR BIODIVERSITY MONITORING PROGRAM

Overview of CAF F ´s

Circumpolar Biodiversity Monitoring Programme (CBMP),
with focus on Marine work and Ecosystem Based Management

Tom Christensen, Cathy Coon, CBMP Co-leads

Overall CBMP status
CIRCUMPOLAR BIODIVERSITY MONITORING PROGRAM

– CAFF´s biodiversity Monitoring Programme
– International network of networks improving
detection, understanding and reporting on Arctic
biodiversity trends.
– Four CBMP Adaptive and long term Ecosystem Based
Monitoring Plans and four Steering Groups;
1. Marine
2. Freshwater
3. Terrestrial
4. Coastal Plan
– F our year Strategic Plan
– State of T he Arctic Biodiversity R eports are major
outputs from CBMP.

Long term ecosystembased adaptive monitoring plans
(Lindenmayer & Likens)
CIRCUMPOLAR BIODIVERSITY MONITORING PROGRAM
Conceptual Model

- Identify FEC and key monitoring targets

NNew
e w knowledge
k n o w le d g e

BBased
a s e d oon
n SSABR
A B R kkey
e y
ffindings
i n d i n g s aand
n d aadvice
d v ic e

Management questions
Science
IK
Experiments
Existing Networks

AAdjust
d j u s t conceptual
c o n c e p t u a l mmodel
o d e l

Monitering design

 Sampling methods
 Scale to use
 Description of FEC´s,

Collect data
Data: analyse
Reporting and Communication

(SAMBR and other products dependent of
target group)

NNew
e w hypothesis
h y p o th e s is
Scoping workshop

New technology
(methods, analysis
etc.)

Current structure and status; CBMP 2020
CIRCUMPOLAR BIODIVERSITY MONITORING PROGRAM
CAFF Board

CBMP leads and Coordination & Technical Team.
(KoD, US, CAFF Sec).

Terrestrial-SG
(Iceland/ Sweden)

Freshwater-SG
(Canada / Sweden)

Plankton
Expert
Network

Coastal Expert Monitoring
Group (US/ Canada)

Benthos
Expert
Network

Fish
Expert
Network

Marine SG
(Canada/ Greenland)

Seabird
Expert
Network

Marine
Mammal
Expert
Network

Sea Ice
Expert
Network

Current structure and status; CBMP 2020
CIRCUMPOLAR BIODIVERSITY MONITORING PROGRAM
CAFF Board

CBMP leads and Coordination & Technical Team.
(DK / GL, US, CAFF Sec).

Terrestrial-SG
(Iceland/ Sweden)

Freshwater-SG
(Canada / Sweden)

Coastal Expert Monitoring
Group (US/ Canada)

Marine SG
(Canada/ Greenland)

Status Coastal Expert Monitoring Group
CIRCUMPOLAR BIODIVERSITY MONITORING PROGRAM

• Monitoring Plan approved by CAFF Board in 2019
• Will track changes in 7 different types of coastscapes all over the Arctic
• Strong focus on co-production of knowledge (IK , local knowledge and
science)
• A number of products planned for 2021-2024

State of the Arctic Biodiversity R eports
SAMBR / SAF BR / ST AR T :

CIRCUMPOLAR BIODIVERSITY MONITORING PROGRAM

• More than 150 authors
• Tells us what existing monitoring programs
are able to say about changes in Arctic
biodiversity and ecosystems
• Provides key trends on biodiversity and
Focal Ecosystem Components (FEC´s)
• Provides a status on important food items
and their status in the ecosystem
• Provides advice for future monitoring,
directed towards scientists, policy and
decision makers; Guides CBMP next steps
Arctic Biodiversity D ata Service (ABD S)
• https://www.abds.is/

SAMBR: Overall picture - snapshots
CIRCUMPOLAR BIODIVERSITY MONITORING PROGRAM

• Food resources are being lost for many (high)
Arctic species due to climate change.
• Arctic marine species and ecosystems are
undergoing pressure from a variety of (new)
stressors that may effect cumulative
• Some Arctic species are shifting their range
northwards and increasing numbers of
southern species are moving into Arctic
waters
• Underway or expected change in energy
flow in the High Arctic marine environment

F EC´s and Energy in food web (high arctic)
F igure adapted from D arnis et al 2012 and
Inuit C ircumpolar C ouncil – Alaska ( 2015 ) .

Lots of data about FEC status and trends
……and ID. of knowledge gaps and monitoring activities
CIRCUMPOLAR BIODIVERSITY MONITORING PROGRAM

Next steps marine: scoping process
CIRCUMPOLAR BIODIVERSITY MONITORING PROGRAM

• Scoping Workshop in Nuuk 2019. Participants from
Canada, Finland, K oD, Iceland, Norway, Saami Council,
ICC, Sweden, and US.
• Participation from Arctic Council Expert Networks,
AMAP, PAME, SAON, ICES/ PICES/ PAME WG. GEOBiodiversity Observation Network.
• Results of scoping process includes that:
• SAMBR updates planned in 2021
• Need for cooperation with AMAP on the drivers
• Strong linkages to PAME EA work etc.
• CBMP is relevant for international processes,
including CBD post 2020 marine indicators
• Rich potential for role in EBM and cross country
collaboration related to monitoring and reporting

How can CBMP be useful in an
Ecosystem Based approach

CIRCUMPOLAR BIODIVERSITY MONITORING PROGRAM

•

Providing data generated through
standardized methods that take an
ecosystem approach into account

•

Identifying emerging trends that need to be
addressed

•

Identifying gaps in knowledge and gives
advise for future monitoring

•

Able to extract data that can be targeted
different purposes

•

Able to inform other processes / sectors

•

A platform for cross country expert
(scientific, IK , local knowledge) collaboration
related to biodiversity and ecosystem
monitoring and assessments

Feedback during this meeting

For more information
please visit:
CIRCUMPOLAR BIODIVERSITY MONITORING PROGRAM
www.caff.is or www.ABDS.is

• How to align strategic plan with ongoing work and next steps in
CEMG and CBMP Marine?
• How to make the strategic plan a useful tool for continued CBMP
implementation?
• Should next SABR be integrated between all groups?
• How can CBMP support scientific (international) cooperation?
• How can CBMP support better inclusion of TLK?
• Special focus at Marine meeting but hope for feedback from CEMG
also.

Thank you

Ecosystem Based
Management
Mark Dickey-Collas
@DickeyCollas
@ICES_ASC

Arctic Council EBM
EBM is the comprehensive, integrated management of human activities
based on best available scientific and traditional knowledge about the
ecosystem and its dynamics, in order to identify and take action on
influences that are critical to the health of ecosystems, thereby achieving
sustainable use of ecosystem goods and services and maintenance of
ecosystem integrity.
Kiruna May 2013
9 Principles

Also see 2004 & 2009

Where do we stand with EBM?
Brundtland- Sustainability (1987)
Convention on Biodiversity, Rio de Janeiro (1992)
Law of the Sea Convention (1982)
Taken up globally into much marine legislation e.g:
• Canada’s Oceans Act (1996),
• South Africa’s Marine Living Resources Act (1996)
• Australia’s Ocean policy (1998)
• EU Marine Strategy Framework Directive (ICES, 2005; EU 2008)
• Norway’s Ocean Resources Act (2008)

indicator-based, semi-quantitative methodology, soft predictability

Approaches to EBM implementation…

USA NOAA

Arctic Council

EU MSFD

Arctic Council no mandate to manage, so implementation through governments & regional bodies.

Baltic Sea Action Plan (HELCOM 2007)
Status of joint actions from 2007 by Oct 2020
Biodiversity
Sea-based activity
Haz substances/litter
Eutrophication
Other

https://helcom.fi/baltic-sea-action-plan/

ICES adding value …
Expert groups
Overviews
•
•
•
•
•

management of human activities,
consideration of collective pressures,
good environmental status,
sustainable use,
optimization of benefits - diverse
societal goals,
• regionalization,
• trade-offs,
• stewardship for future generations

Working with partners:
e.g. PAME, PICES, HELCOM…
ICES 2019

IEA= integrated ecosystem assessment

ICES/PICES/PAME Working Group on Integrated Ecosystem
Assessment for the Central Arctic Ocean (WGICA)
Report 1: Ecosystem description of the Central Arctic
Ocean (CAO) characterization (ICES Report)
Report 2: part I - Human activities, pressures and management bodies
part II - Climate- and vulnerability assessment of the CAO
(Arctic Council)
ICES Ecosystem Overview in 2021 (ICES Advice).

Challenges for WGICA
How and with whom to communicate?
What are the values and how to make the evaluation?
What are and how to develop ecological objectives?
https://www.ices.dk/community/groups/Pages/WGICA.aspx

Business case for EBM

Challenges to implementation of EBM
• Conflicting interpretations of laws & mandates
• Administrative practices & routines including organization &
power dynamics across government departments
• Imbalance across sectors
• Challenges of stakeholder involvement
• Conceptualizing EBM is context-specific
• Crises swamp longer-term priorities
• Operating across maritime boundaries
• Absence of good practices showcasing the merits of EBM
Rudd et al 2020

Conclusions from North Atlantic
1. EBM enables new benefits & opportunities; make the business case.
2. Yes, we can! Adequate mandates & effective tools exist for EBM.
3. Integration of human dimensions is essential for EBM;
diversify the conversation.
4. Stakeholders don’t see their stake in EBM; engage & target ocean
literacy to professionals.
5. A sustainable future requires a sustained investment in EBM;
commitment is key.

EBM moving forward in the Arctic
• Maintain momentum & monitor implementation
• Rates of implementation will differ regionally
• Objectives will vary between regions
• People are central to the ecosystem approach
• Is a cycle of implementation required?
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